
NNIRR has been an active leader in the immigrant rights movement for over 30 
years, supporting organizing, education, and capacity-building in communities 
across the country, including on the US-Mexico border. Placing human rights and 
human dignity at the center of our collective agenda for change, together we... 

DREAM: of a future in which human rights are the central foundation for 
immigration policy, and core to our values as a country. We dream of 
border governance that facilitates human mobility and a world in which 
migration is a choice and not an act of desperation for survival. 

RISE: to lift the stories, experiences and leadership of impacted communities 
to build collective power to shape policy and decision-making spaces. 

ORGANIZE: and build multiracial multilingual and multi-generational leadership 
at the grassroots, through training, leadership development, inter-sectional 
and local-global organizing, solidarity and alliance-building.

We demand immediate reversal of the harms inflicted on migrant 
communities. 

We believe in the right of mobility, that migrants’ rights are human rights, 
and that no international border can be a zone of exception when it comes 
to fundamental universal protections. 

We commit to campaign for the regularization of migrants, an end to 
the criminalization of immigrants and the demilitarization of the border.

Visit nnirr.org to see our plans ahead and join us! 

᯽ Become a member: bit.ly/NNIRRMember

᯽ Donate! bit.ly/Donate-to-NNIRR  Every contribution builds toward the 
collective success of our work.

᯽ Follow us on social media!

@NNIRRnetwork@nnirrnetwork facebook.com/NNIRR

Photo: Big Bend is a pristine ecosystem and sacred cultural land between the US and 
Mexico, home to interconnected species and site of cross-border resistance to the 
border “Wall.” From this land and community organizing we gain inspiration and hope.  
Credits: (Big Bend) Alamy; (Protest image) Joe Piette
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